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About This Game

About Game

Since the first watcher discovered its powers, Eternium was one thing that gave our watchers strength to overcome everything
and everybody that threatened our universe. Now, for the firs time Eternium itself is in great danger. For the fist time watchers
secret oath was broker and for the first time ever someone that is not a watcher knows about Eternium, knows how to get there

and is one power hungry, malicious, cruel witch.

Gameplay

The Game is inspired by epic fantasy itself and tower defense games. It is an endless wave based shooter which combines
different game genres.

You are not alone

Play online with up to 4 other people that can join anytime. The game scales based on the number of people playing which
makes it easer to play the game the way it's meant to be played - in multiplayer.

Unique characters

Play as one of distinct characters with unique abilities:
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Wizard - master of elemental forces. Sunglasses included because casting shiny spells is bad for your eyes.

Gunslinger - dual wielding gunner. Has a hidden passion for exploding things which he doesn't hide very well.

Archer - master of bow and arrow. Firearms are overrated.

Tinker - The Unstoppable War Machine.

Upgrade yourself

Use our session based upgrade system with unique upgrades for every character, as an tool to destroy even more foes.

Enemies mean business

Each enemy presents a dangerous foe - some of them will attack you, some of them will wait for your attacks to turn them
against you and some of them will increase the morale of other enemies and significantly speed up the pace. Others are visceral

flyers that aren't interested in the objective as much they're interested in destroying you.

Endless waves

See how long you can hold out against the relentless invaders and compete for the top spot on the global leaderboard as waves
get increasingly difficult.

Join our Discord channel: https://discord.gg/DX86an3

Disclaimer:
This game is not associated with any other fantasy movie, game or book.

Any similarity is purely coincidental.
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Title: Magic Realm: Online
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Software Wolf, ITC Studio
Publisher:
Software Wolf
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and later

Processor: Intel i5 6600k or AMD equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 or AMD RX 580

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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This game is great. Period.. great game. wish we had more from them.. Not very fun. Good idea though. If you ever played any
"gravity" puzzle games, Solar Flux is basically the same. It feels like the controls are more fitted for touch, and playing it with
PC mouse isn't the most fun. I doubt I will ever finish it, this game gets boring really fast.. A real barebone Tower Defence
game.
I bought it, because it was cheap and at first it was a lot of fun.

Till you learn, that the balancing is real bad. The game is only interesting the first few minutes.
You place your towers, and then you either have made it right, or you start new, because you have placed the wrong towers for
the first enemy wave.

If have have placed more towers, the game get boring soon. The enemies (even on the hardest difficulty) are killed on sight,
harder ones with lot of health survive longer, but they are slow and are dead before they even come close to your fortress.

A lot of towers are real bad, some are overpowered. The heavy gun with the machine gun update will wreck everything. The
AOE tower is mostly only good if enemies advance at circles around it.
The light gun has two different endforms, but the two are almost the same.

But the game is cheap, it is fun and this is why i recommend it.
With a better balancing of the towers, and way harder difficulty it would be a real good game.
. Never has a game been so invigorating and realistic. This game makes me feel like I truly am the pirates who stole Tom Hanks
boat and told him that, "I am the captian now". The soundtrack was amazing, the likes of witcher 3 and other triple A games
matched the greatness of this teams music. I am surprised I was even able to run this game as the graphics were so realistic and
spot on that I thought my computer was going to break just from running this game. Great language support for everyone and
easy to learn controls, that are hard to master. Overall this game is my runner up for game of the year and I cant see anything
else winning against this studios achievement that is, "Africa Hunting". 12\/10 would recommend to anyone.. I have only played
this game a little over an hour, I can say, I'm impressed, which says a lot because I'm picky when it comes the genre of hack n
slash type games. I believe this game has great potential from what I've seen thus far. Even though in beta the game has much to
offer. There is huge skill tree to set up the character how you like it. You can play using the keyboard or game controller, a huge
plus. The graphics are stunning. I love the music score...it is well orchestrated.

Remember the game is in beta so it's still under going lots of changed, content being added, and so forth. The developers even
tell you this one you log in and the game gets started. I know this game has gotten many mixed reviews but it's still in
development thus not complete. In fact, most games of this genre I play are always adding new content so they are never truly
complete!

I looked for a place for comments be nice to see under the community but did not find anything.
There are a couple of things I would like to see: Any character can be played as male or female. Voiced computer generated
characters(npc's) that you click on to get info and quests. This would enrich the game tremendously. (Do not take me the wrong
way, I love to read!). Shows a lot of promise:
- was planning on playing only 1 hour, but the "one more turn/fight" nature of the game really hooked me. Kismet takes full
advantage of the Unreal 4 engine. Its beautiful design and fluid animation is eclipsed only by the attention to fine, mystical
detail. This is one of the most polished experiences I've had the pleasure of playing.

Inside the game you have the options of having yout personal tarot read or an astrology fortune told based on your birthday. Or,
if you wish, you can play an ancient board game with the mysterious teller among the ancient, sand-worn ruins of egypt.

Kismet will be someshing I plan to visit again and again, as long as fortune continues to favor me.. Great game!. good
atmosphere! uhmm...ending a bit weird.....story checks out but there are still places i want to visit. it feels like there is something
missing??? though this is one of the best horror/adventure game i've played.

10/10 would get chair thrown at my head by a statue again
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As much as I want to recommend this game, I can't.

The Good:
* Unique setting and artstyle, everything is paper and carboard. You're a small paper figure in a human sized environment.
* Okay story (as far as I have progressed)
* Customizing the looks of your character, you even could print them out (!)
* An array of weapons to choose from
* Pets
* Light tower defence elements

The Bad:
* Clunky mechanics
* Weird aiming
* Both above make the game more frustrating than hard
* You run out of ammo way too fast
* As other reviews have said, the ally and pet AI is very bad.

The Ugly:
* Rare game breaking bugs (stuck UI, allies dieing due to being stuck and stupid AI)

Overall it's decent, but heavily lacks polish. Looking at the age of the game, there probably won't be any more
bugfixes/changes.

If you still want to buy it, grab it only on a sale with at least 50% discount.. This is probably GoTY material right here. i
probably shouldn\u2019t have bought turba since i don't like match 3, but i was hopeful that being able to use my own music
would make it fun. unfortunately, selecting one of my songs to play is difficult due to awkward menus, and then the game plays
sounds over my song that don't quite seem to fit the beat. i couldn't make much sense of the rhythm scoring system either,
possibly because it seemed to hear a different rhythm than i did. stay away from turba unless you love match-3 games and don't
really care about getting to use your own music.. A supremely shoddy take on the old-and-gold classics!. The short: It took
roughly an hour to beat this at 100% achievements. $5 bucks is a bit overpriced for it but if ya see it in a bundle it is a great
addition to the bundle. Also a controller does make this 100% easier.

The long; Its a short little game with a fascinating story going on around you. You basically have a birds eye view of a revolution
happening and the affect it has on the citizens of the town. You fly around, which the controls are fantastic and the game is
beautiful to look at, and collect various trinkets and feathers to dress up your nest. Its a relaxing game, not super challenging but
you'll enjoy the hour ya get out of it. I would've loved to have played it longer, don't really see how they could've made it longer
without it getting super repetitive so thankfully the game doesn't get drawn out to that point. Theres 0% replayability on the
game but I think anyone could get into it for the short ride.. GM pls help me i accidentaly delete my character.. what should i
do??. Burn your money====Buy this Dlc
. What can I say... this game is good.
Being one of my first action shooter games along with Serious Sam and others, I loved it back then, and even now, it still keeps
me entertained and pleased by its performance.
AI is decent, does its job. No problems there.
Audio and video quality are good, even in this year.
The only problem I have is with the Assault Rifle... the burst recoil is so bad I just want to go snipe-no-scope everyone from
upclose....
Multiple weapons - which is a great thing. You can have up 6 or 8 (didn't count them). Rocket launchers, rifles, dynamite,
drones, etc.
The plot is decent enough, and the characters are simple but entertaining.
You get to drive armored cars and tanks, so that's another plus, imo.
Since it's one of my first games I've played, I rate it highly. I loved this game and I'm suprised it's still giving me that feeling of
happiness and joy when I play it now.
A blast from the past, if I could say.
It was in my 9/10 category back then, and now I'd keep it that way - if not for the bad assault rifle and the outdated graphics -
but I'm forced to go to 8.5/10.
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